Abstract-Deploying an application to a cloud environment has recently become very trendy, since it offers many advantages such as improving reliability or scalability. These cloud environments provide a wide range of resources at different levels of functionality, which must be appropriately configured by stakeholders for the application to run properly. Handling this variability during the configuration and deployment stages is a complex and error-prone process, usually made in an ad hoc manner in existing solutions. In this paper, we propose a software product lines based approach to face these issues. Combined with a domain model used to select among cloud environments a suitable one, our approach supports stakeholders while configuring the selected cloud environment in a consistent way, and automates the deployment of such configurations through the generation of executable deployment scripts. To evaluate the soundness of the proposed approach, we conduct an experiment involving 10 participants with different levels of experience in cloud configuration and deployment. The experiment shows that using our approach significantly reduces time and most importantly, provides a reliable way to find a correct and suitable cloud configuration. Moreover, our empirical evaluation shows that our approach is effective and scalable to properly deal with a significant number of cloud environments.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has recently emerged as a major trend in distributed computing. This layered model, as defined by the NIST [1] , enables the configuration of many computing resources that can be provisioned to support the deployment of applications, provided as Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) [2] , [3] . Many cloud providers, either at Infrastructure (IaaS) or Platform (PaaS) level, propose different services and pricing models. Due to this variability, developers face three key challenges when deploying an application to the cloud.
The first challenge is to select a cloud environment that complies with both functional and non-functional requirements [4] . Among the plethora of cloud providers, developers have to (i) find the ones that provide all functionalities required by the application to run properly, e.g., the correct type of application server and database, and then (ii) select the one that proposes the correct quality for these functionalities, e.g., a solution with at least 4 GB of RAM with as much CPU power as possible. The second challenge is to define a proper configuration. Dealing with clouds variability leads to complex and error-prone configuration choices that are usually made in an ad hoc manner. Moreover, developers' knowledge is not exhaustive and the way a cloud environment is configured can lead to inconsistencies between cloud services when running the application, whether this configuration is done by hand or using dedicated commands provided by cloud environments. The third challenge is to deploy in a reliable way. Once a cloud environment is selected and a configuration is defined, developers have to avoid errors in the deployment process, in particular when defining environment configuration files and executing deployment scripts, to ensure the application will be deployed in a reliable way.
To address these challenges, we propose to use a Software Product Line (SPL) based approach [5] , [6] . SPLs are dedicated to automate the configuration and the derivation, e.g., composition and/or generation, of software products with high variability. It provides means to (i) capture the common and variable artifacts of the handled software in a variability model and (ii) reuse those artifacts to automatically derive the software product, thus reducing development costs while increasing reliability. The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, we propose to use Feature Models (FMs) [7] extended with cardinalities and attributes as variability models to describe cloud environments. In particular, our approach automatically handles constraints over these cardinalities and attributes, which is not supported in existing feature modeling approaches but required to deal with cloud configuration. Second, artifacts are reified as configuration files and execution scripts to automate the cloud configuration. Finally, we propose to map these variability models with a domain knowledge model to deal with clouds heterogeneity. To illustrate the practical applicability of our approach, we conduct experiments and provide a tool support implemented in the SALOON framework [8] , [9] .
The paper is organized as follows. We present in SEC-TION II our SPL-based approach and we discuss different concerns regarding its validity. In SECTION III, we explain the evaluation we did to assess our approach. We then describe in SECTION IV close-related work. Finally, SECTION V concludes the paper and presents the perspectives. SPL engineering aims at building software while ensuring quality, reliability and reduction of cost, efforts and time-to-market [5] , [6] . The building process relies on the definition and the composition of a set of software artifacts, e.g., piece of code, model, component or aspect, defined as assets. Some of these assets are mandatory and will be part of all the built software (commonalities), while other assets define the way software differ from each other (variabilities). The definition of variabilities and commonalities, known as variability modeling, is a central activity in SPL engineering and relies on variability models. In these models, assets are abstracted as features. The developer then selects or deselects features to get a combination of features. We refer to this process as feature selection, where a product is a valid combination of features. This valid product configuration is then given as input together with the related assets to the composition tool that yields the software product.
To tackle the challenges described in SECTION I, we propose an SPL-based approach, depicted in FIG. 1 , which provides the following three features: (i) the description of cloud environment variability, i.e., commonalities and variabilities, as feature models [7] extended with cardinality [8] , attributes [10] , and constraints over them. One feature model is used to describe one cloud environment. There is thus one SPL per cloud. (ii) the reification and gathering of cloud environment provided functionalities into a Cloud Knowledge Model, mapped to each cloud FM to automate the feature selection process. (iii) the configuration analysis of these FMs, including complex constraints over attributes and cardinalities, as well as the generation of the related software products as deployment scripts, both processes being automated.
Our approach distinguishes between two roles, domain experts and developers. The formers are cloud computing experts involved in the definition of the architecture models. They first describe clouds variability and commonality points into FMs, one per SPL. Then, they gather their cloud knowledge to define the Cloud Knowledge Model. On the other hand, developers are all stakeholders involved in cloud configuration and deployment who are using the proposed approach. The developer specifies its requirements using the Cloud Knowledge Model (FIG. 1 1 ) . Then, features and attributes of each FM are selected according to the mapping between this cloud model and the FMs 2 . Each FM configuration is then checked 3 to be used as input, if valid, by the composition tool that yields the related configuration files and/or deployment scripts 4 , executed by the developer 5 . We describe in details in the following sections the different concerns of our approach.
A. Cloud Environments as Feature Models
SPL engineering begins with the description, management and implementation of the commonalities and variabilities existing among the members of the same family of software products [5] , [6] . A well-known approach to variability modeling is by means of FMs [7] , where FMs describe the way software artifacts are configured and reused to yield software products that satisfy a set of defined constraints. In these FMs, known as boolean FMs, a feature is either present or absent in the final product according to the configuration and the involved constraints. In our approach, we extend boolean FMs with cardinalities [8] and attributes [10] . Features with cardinality, e.g., Dyno, describe a service or functionality that can be instantiated several times. A Dyno is the unit of computing power on Heroku, providing 512 MB of memory and one CPU Share in its default configuration "1X". These values double when considering the "2X" configuration. Adding cardinality to features introduces variability, since the total number of possible configurations increases proportionally. Feature attributes are used to add information to the feature. In our approach, we use it to specify the non-functional properties of the related feature. In the Heroku example, the Dyno feature has an attribute, named size, indicating that Dynos are available in 1X or 2X size. Our approach supports feature attributes whose type is either integer, real, boolean or enumeration, which is a set of values, e.g., the core attribute.
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Cardinality and attribute-based constraints, which are not supported in existing feature modeling approaches but are required to deal with cloud configuration, are automatically handled in our approach. In boolean FMs, declarative constraints are used to specify if the selection of a feature implies or excludes the selection of another one, e.g., C 1 in FIG. 2 indicating that using the Spring framework implies the Java support to be configured. Regarding constraints dealing with cardinalities, we rely on the syntax and semantics we introduced in our previous work [8] . For example, constraint C 2 is a cardinality-based constraint. It describes the fact that if there are at least two instances of Dyno configured, then a Load Balancer must also be configured. In this paper, we introduce in addition constraints over feature attributes, defined as attribute-based constraints. In the Heroku FM, the constraint C 3 describes that if the size of the Dyno is 1X, then the CPU core must also be 1X. Once features are selected, boolean, attribute and cardinality-based constraints must hold for the configuration to be valid. We use on an off-the-shelf Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) solver to reason on these configurations and check whether they are valid or not [9], as we relied on it in our previous work regarding cardinality-based FMs [8] .
Summary. Combining in one hand cardinalities and attributes with in the other hand constraints over them allows our approach to define in a reliable way the elements required for the configuration of cloud environments, which was not feasible with existing feature modeling approaches. Moreover, using such extensions to FMs, it is possible not only to define configurations that hold regarding a given set of functional requirements, but also to specify non-functional requirements over these configurations, e.g., to find a configuration for this cloud with a PostgreSQL support and at least 1 GB of RAM.
B. The Cloud Knowledge Model
Our SPL-based approach relies on the reification of cloud environments as FMs to check the validity of their configuration in an automated way. In a typical SPL engineering process, the selection of the required features is done by hand. Applied to our approach, this means selecting features in each Figure 3 : The Cloud Knowledge Model, the feature models and the related mappings FM, one FM after the other, which is a tedious and error-prone task since there are currently tens of cloud environments available. To cope with this issue, our approach relies on a cloud model, the Cloud Knowledge Model, describing the domain the SPL has been built for (here the one of cloud environments). The Cloud Knowledge Model defines formally all the concepts relevant to the domain, and thus gathers every FM features, reified as concepts. In our approach, we rely on the ontology formalism [11] to represent the Cloud Knowledge Model, so that it provides a common vocabulary in a machine readable format. We assume that the Cloud Knowledge Model is defined by cloud experts (each expert of its cloud environment) by adding the cloud functionalities in the model for it to be exhaustive.
There are three kinds (FIG. 3.a) of concepts in the Cloud Knowledge Model [9] . Concept is used to define basic concepts, e.g., Language, which defines the language the application to deploy has been developed with. CountableElement captures concepts whose the required number of instances can be specified, e.g., four Application Server instances. Finally, QuantifiableElement are used to describe concepts whose required quantity and unit can be specified, e.g., 500 MB of RAM. Some constraints are also defined over these concepts, e.g., C 4 : ASP.NET → Windows Server in FIG. 3 (a) , meaning that if the application to deploy is written in ASP.NET, then the cloud environment must provide the Windows Server support to host it.
The mapping relationships link concepts from the Cloud Knowledge Model with features in the FMs . FIG. 3 depicts how the mapping works with excerpts of the different models and relationships. As previously described, the Cloud Knowledge Model (FIG. 3.a) gathers all concepts that can be found in the FMs (here, an excerpt of three of them, FIG. 3.c) . The mapping relationships (FIG. 3.b) in FIG. 3  (a) , are also used to avoid configuring unsuitable FMs 2 . Even if the selection of features in the different FMs is automated regarding the defined mapping relationships, the developer still has to select the final cloud environment. Indeed, several cloud FM configurations may be valid regarding the given requirements. In such a case, the developer selects the one that best fits his/her requirements. This choice is driven by the way the solver is configured, since weights can be given to the most important requirements and an optimal configuration can be found regarding those requirements.
C. Configuration Files and Execution Scripts as Assets
As described at the beginning of this section, features hold as assets software artifacts that are put together to yield the 2 At this point, the reader may wonder about the difference between FMs and the Cloud Knowledge Model, and why the automated configuration can not be properly handled at the Cloud Knowledge Model level. Constraints defined in the Cloud Knowledge Model are constraints that are not cloudspecific, e.g., C 4 . Thus, these constraints are shared among every cloud environment, e.g., if ASP.NET is required, any cloud environment that does not provide a Windows Server support is not well-suited and it is unnecessary to configure the related cloud FM. Constraints defined in the FMs are cloud-specific, and thus can not be defined in the Cloud Knowledge Model.
final product. Thus, reasoning on feature combinations to find a valid configuration means searching for a proper way to compose concrete software artifacts (i.e., assets such as code snippets, aspects or model fragments) to yield the software product. In our approach, we define assets as (i) commands that can be executed in a command line interface or a dedicated environment and (ii) configuration files. A feature can hold none, one or several assets, while an asset can be shared among several features . FIG. 4 depicts those situations, with the Heroku PaaS as an example. The Java feature holds as asset the pom.xml file. It is required by Heroku for every Java application. The system.properties file is added to the configuration to specify which Java JDK is required, either 1.6 or 1.7. If Python is selected, then Heroku requires a requirements.txt file. The Procfile is a text file placed in the root of the application, that lists which processes are run by the application, e.g., the main class for a Java application. This file is thus held by the Heroku feature since it is required for each configuration, whatever the selected features. However, these selected features may have interactions with this file, e.g., to specify the language of the application to deploy and the main class or script to be run. Attributes and cardinalities also interact with these assets. For example, the Dyno feature holds as assets command parts, which are completed by the required amount of Dyno, e.g., heroku ps:scale web=8, or by the value given to the size attribute to specify whether the configuration should use a 1X or 2X Dyno, e.g., heroku run --size=2X. When several commands are required to configure the cloud environment, they are gathered in a single shell script, which can then be executed in a command line interface. As each cloud environment relies on its own commands, our approach presupposes that the correct set of libraries and SDK are present when executing the commands, e.g.,
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3 and the Heroku client 4 . To yield the configuration files and shell scripts, we rely on templates and code generation techniques, together with merging mechanisms. Command generation can be properly ordered using existing composition process [12] . These mechanisms are classic in model-driven engineering [13] , and the description of such algorithms is out of the scope of this paper.
D. Threats to Validity
We have presented in the previous sections the main functionalities of our approach. We now discuss some concerns regarding its validity. The main concern in our approach that may constitute a threat to validity are the models it relies on. Indeed, for an existing configuration to be found, the provided models must be correct and exhaustive. The FMs used in this paper have been manually described for illustration purpose, based on our experience in cloud services configuration and deployment. We thus had to limit our feature modeling to features which are explicitly released by cloud providers, since constraints finding and modeling for implicit features are far more complex. Moreover, due to the evolutive nature of cloud computing, e.g., cloud providers that appear/disappear or existing environments evolving, the FMs described in this paper might not be valid anymore over the long term. One possible solution to tackle these challenges is to reverse-engineer cloud FMs from their web configurator [14] . Let us now consider the generation of configuration files and deployment scripts as described in SECTION II-C. Although the presented example deals with the Heroku PaaS example, the approach proposed here is not specific to this cloud layer. Indeed, if the targeted cloud environment is a IaaS, our approach can be used as input to configure and manage virtual machines [15] .
III. EVALUATION
The concepts described in this paper were implemented in the Java-based SALOON framework [8] , [9] . In this section, we describe the experiments we conducted with SALOON to evaluate our approach. The intent of this evaluation is to answer the following research questions: R1: Practicality. Is our SPL-based approach well-suited to support developers in the configuration and deployment of cloud environments? R2: Scalability. We describe in this paper an example with three cloud environments, but is our approach still performing well when handling tens of cloud models? The first experiment regards practicality. Its purpose is to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach, compared to a manual configuration and deployment process. This experiment was conducted with a group of 10 participants, either Ph.D students or engineers, whose experience in cloud configuration and deployment spreads from beginner to experienced (1 to 4 respectively in Table. I) . Each of these participants was given the same task: Configure a Heroku environment, upload a web application, then add a PostgreSQL support. The prerequisite is that Git and Eclipse must be installed on every participant computer, while we provided the web application (a basic HelloWorld application as .war file). They were then free to select the way they proceed, either using Git (G), the Eclipse plugin (P) or the web interface (W), but they had to time their experiment. Table. I describes the results of these experiments.
Result Analysis. The task was rather simple (adding support for a PostgreSQL database is straightforward, the web application does not have to be connected to the database) but it takes at least 19 minutes to be manually completed by an experienced participant (with a running application). One of them (#8) even gave up after several failed attempts. Moreover, the results show that whatever the way used to deploy, it can be very long to achieve the task, e.g., participant #5 with a high level of experience and a dedicated plug-in. The last row of the table indicates whether the application is running or not at the end of the deployment. Indeed, an environment can be created and incorrectly configured, which may prevent the application from running properly. During a debriefing session, the participants explained that the main problem they met was to find out that a Procfile was required and/or what should be written in this file. They thus argued that if it could be automatically generated, they would have saved time. The need for an automated support is thus obvious, especially if the configuration is more complex. Moreover, in our experiment, we only consider one cloud provider but there are tens of them to be taken into account when considering deploying an application. To compare with our approach, we then asked participants to use SALOON to execute the same task. All of them are unexperienced with SALOON. They all selected Java and PostgreSQL in the Cloud Knowledge Model, and automatically retrieved the two generated files: the related Procfile and a file containing the commands required for this task. It then takes within a minute for them to be completed, where the main part is due to uploading files time (see [9] Finally, we compute the time taken by SALOON to configure an entire FM set. The aim of this evaluation is to evaluate whether the total configuration time is always reasonable, no matter what cloud environment is used in SALOON. We thus developed an algorithm that, given the number of features and constraints, generates a random cardinality-based FM with attributes and constraints over them, as described in SECTION II-A. We then generate random FMs to use them in our evaluation. Table. II presents these results, where the time is the average value computed over 50 different runs.
Result Analysis. The time required to execute this task is mainly due to the loading of the FMs and mapping models, which explains why it takes more than one second for 10 cloud models. Otherwise, solving 10 models is done within a few milliseconds. Overall, as our empirical evaluation shows, we observe that SALOON is well-suited to (i) handle an important number of cloud environments and (ii) deal with realistic cloud FMs, with a substantial number of features and constraints, on features, attributes or cardinalities. The time required to find a configuration is negligible (a few milliseconds) while 200 cloud FMs can be handled in less than 5 seconds.
IV. RELATED WORK
Several cloud environment variability modeling and configuration approaches have been proposed in recent works.
In 2010, Van der Aalst [16] showed that handling variability is one of the main challenges to support configurable cloud services, and proposed configurable models to support crossorganizational processes mining. Calheiros et al. [17] developed the CloudSim framework for modeling and simulating cloud infrastructures. Clouds are described as abstract classes or interfaces at code level, which can then be implemented. This approach is well suited to simulate IaaS clouds but misses an abstraction level to handle properly both cloud selection and configuration. Ruiz-Alvarez et al. [18] use an XML schema format to describe cloud storage services and find which one is the best suited for a given dataset, relying on a specifically developed application. Our approach also supports that, and provides additionally a means of configuring automatically these services and expressing constraints between them using FMs. Some authors [19] , [20] proposed a survey on existing approaches to model variability in cloud environment.
Moreover, FMs have been used in recent work to describe cloud services. Wittern et al. [21] present a cloud service selection process based on variability modeling. They rely on FMs to describe cloud services, but they handle neither cardinalities nor constraints over cardinalities and attributes. Galán et al. [22] propose to use an SPL-based approach to configure the Amazon IaaS. They describe Amazon EC2, EBS, S3 and RDS services as FMs and rely on off-theshelf solvers to find a suitable configuration. The approach we propose in this paper goes in the same direction, but we go further in the SPL process. Our FM analysis is not limited to boolean FMs and thus handles properly the whole configuration. We also provide a tool to yield the related software artifacts. Schmid et al. [23] combine SPL engineering with service-oriented computing to deal with the variability of service platforms, e.g., cloud platforms. Their paper explains how SPLs could help in such a case, but remains at a theoretical level, since no concrete example or validation is provided. Dougherty et al. [24] explain how virtual machine (VM) configurations can be captured by feature models. They also use attributes to define the energy consumption of a feature, in order to find a configuration that meets the requirements with the least energy consumption. Although this approach is closely related to ours, it does not provide means to reason about attributes and cardinalities, and does not automatically derive the VM configuration.
V. CONCLUSION
Developers involved in cloud environment selection and configuration have to deal with a wide range of resources at different levels of functionality among available cloud solutions, leading to complex choices which are usually made in an ad hoc manner. In this paper, we describe an approach that addresses these issues, providing a reliable way to select a cloud environment, define a configuration for this environment and deploy the application. Our approach relies on a combination of Software Product Lines (SPLs) and a domain model, enabling the developer to automatically (i) select a cloud environment that fits a set of requirements and (ii) get the description files and executable scripts to configure the related cloud environment. To evaluate our approach, we conducted experiments showing that configuring one cloud environment, even for a classic HelloWorld application, is not straightforward and leads to configuration errors in 50% of cases. Using an automated approach can thus lead to significant benefits when considering selecting among tens of cloud environments and deploying more complex applications.
For future work, we plan to take into account cloud environment evolution. As the cloud market evolves constantly, changes can occur that require the application environment to be reconfigured, e.g., a non-functional requirement is violated or a new cloud provider is available. To deal with such changes, the evolution of SPLs based on FMs extended with attributes and cardinalities must be taken into consideration.
